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AB.STRACT 
Problem. To determine the present status ot tbe business eduoation ' 
program in the Oivilie.n Conservation Corps camps in the Oklahoma. District, 
Eighth Corps .Area. 
Procedure. Following a study ot the literature dealing with the his-
tory ot the CivilieJl ConserTation Corps w1 th particular reference to the 
educational program, a questionnaire was assembled to obtain the necessarJ 
data. After criticisms and suggestions trom business teachers , it was 
sent to the educational otticials ot the CCC tor approval. After final 
official approval , the questi onnaire was mailed to the thirty- tive camp 
educational advisers 1n Oklahoma.. Twenty-five questionnaires were returned. 
Data obtained from the returned questionnaires were tabulated , studied, 
and interpreted in the light of the purpose of the study. 
J'indings. Twenty-two Oklahoma Civilian Conservation Corps camps be.Te 
a program of business education. Three camps do not teach any business 
subjects. 
The objectives ot the business education program are uniform 1n the 
majority or the camps. The three objectives checked in. all twenty- two 
camps teaching the business subjects were, "to g1Te training in practical 
jobs so that the enrollees Will be experienced and employable," "to train 
the worker to well the Job to which he is assigned," and "to learn to 
work with others." 
Fifty- seven business classes, covering ten different subJects, were 
carried on in twenty- two Oklahoma camps during the six-month pe~iod, Oct. 
1938, to March, 1939. E18hteen camps ottered 'typewriting. Bookkeeping 
and accounting was the second nost frequently ottered subject, being given 
1n eleven cemps. The number ot classes per camp ranged from one to seven. 
Other subjects included business arithmetic , office practice, business 
English, business law, tiling, introduction to business, salesmanship, and 
shorthand. 
Typewriters , duplicating, calculating, and adding machines are avail-
able in the Oklahoma CCC camps, although the number was small and the kind 
varied tram camp to camp. 
A total of thirty- tive different instructors taught busilless subjects 
in the twenty-two camps, thirteen ot which were educational advisers. 
Others included assistants to the advisers , Arttry officers , technical per-
sonnel, enrollees, emergency education program teachers, and one local 
high school teacher. All the educational advisers held degrees , but only 
one-third ot the re.main1D{5 instructors had a baccalaureate degree. Approx-
imately on third of the group had had some business and teaching experience. 
All twenty-five camps stated that they bad a definite program. of edu-
cational and vocational guidance. 
TweAty-tour camp advisers stated that they attempt to place enrollees 
on Jobs after they have completed training. The camps do not bave a place-
ment bureau but cooperate with the 1unior Placement Service. As tar as could 
be determined, little organized work has been done in the Oklahoma CCC 
camps in the follow-up of enrollees after they leave camp. 
CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION 
During recent years it has been discovered that the lack ot jobs is 
not the only employment ditticulty ot youth. Many youth are unemployed 
l 
because they are unable to quality tor available positions. 
The Civilian Conservation Corps, a reliet organization tor unem-
ployed young men, established in March 1933, otters opportunities for 
training that will make them "more employable; that is, to enhance their 
2 
opportunities tor gainful, worthwhile employment." 
Since its beginning in 1933, the Civilian Conservation Corps has 
enrolled more than 2,500,000 young men between the ages of seventeen and 
twenty-eight. In view or the fact that one purpose ot the or ganization 
is to prepare the youth for employment, it seems advisable to discover 
what types of training are being given in the camps. This appears war-
rantable, 
even it for no other reason, by the need or knowing what practices 
are before attempting their evaluation •••• also because the mere 
collat ion ot practices will usually prompt evaluative thinking 3 
that will help in the selection of the most plausible practices. 
In addition, information about present activities of the Civilian 
Conservation Corps should be gathered while that information can still 
be used "in formulating policies and working out plans tor development 
1. Homer P . Rainey, How Fare American Youth? New York: D. Appleton-
Century Company, I'iic.:-1T938), p. 24. 
2. L. W. Rogers, "Training in Vocational Fundamentals," The Phi Delta 
Kappan, Vol. XIX, No . 9 (May, 1937) 1 p. 350. - -
3. Leonard V. Koos, The Questionnaire in Education. New York: The 
acmillan Oompany-;-Tl928), pp. 50-51. 
4 
ill the immediate future." 
2 
Not merely because of the Civilian Conservation Corps' relief work 
tor the unemployed youth, but due to the educational values ot the pro-
gram the .American Youth Commission conducted a two-year study ot the pro-
gram. The camps were studied with regard to "their permanence, their 
relationship to the schools, to unemployment, and to vocational training 
and their contributions to the health, general education, and social 'atti-
5 
tudes or the enrollees.~ 
In regard to the permanence ot the CCC, Mr . Kenneth Holland, who 
supervised the Commission's study, said that there would be a need tor 
the Civilian Conservation Corps tor some time to come to provide work and 
6 
training opportunities for youth. 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
In the CCC, opportunities for training are provided in over three 
hundred different types of' work. These are classified under academic , 
pre- vocational, vocational, job-training, informal activities, profes-
sional, and general. More than fifty per cent of' the entire training 
program consists of vocational courses. In view of this tact, one phase 
of the vocational curriculum, business education , has been selected for 
study. 
4 . Carter V. Good, A. s . Barr, and Douglas E. Scates,~ Methodology ot 
Educational Research. New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 
(1936), p. _.; 
5. The American Council on Education, The American Youth Commission Ac-
tivities, Washington, D. c., (March7"""f939), p. 11. ~ 
6. Bulletin, American Youth Commission ~~American Council on Educa-
tion, Vol . III, No. 10 (.May, 1939). 
The purpose or thia study is to determine the present status or busi-
ness education in the Civilian Conservation Corps oainps of the Oklahoma 
District , Eighth Corps Area. The study is limited to a survey by ques-
tionnaire of the thirty-five Civilian Conservation Corps camps in the 
Oklahoma. District, Eighth Corps Area. 
The study is further limited to business education. It does not at-
tempt to show the need or lack or need tor a business education program 
in the Civilian Conservation Corps, but tabulates conditions as they are 
round to exist, With respect to enrollment, objectives, subjects ottered, 
equipment, instructors of business subjects, counseling and guidance, and 
the placement and follow- up or enrollees . 
SOURCES OF DATA 
Data are obtained principally from a study of the literature pertain-
ing to the Civilian Conservation Corps and trom a questionnaire submitted 
to the educational advisers ot the Oklahoma camps. 
MlmIDD AND PROCEDURE 
The normative-survey method of research is used. "Normative-survey 
research is directed toward ascertaining the prevailing conditions. It 
seeks to answer the question, 'What are the real facts with regard to the 
7 
existing conditions.'·" 
The procedure used is as follows: 
1. Letters explaining the nature of the study and asking for cooper-
ation in making the survey were mailed to Mr. Howard W. Oxley, Director 
7. Good, loe. cit. 
. j 
of CCC Education, Washington, D. C.; Mr. L. W. Rogers, Educational Ad-
viser, Eighth Corps Area, San Antonio, Texas; and to Mr . o. s. Jones, 
Educational Adviser, Oklahoma District, Oklahoma. City, Oklahoma. Permis• 
sion to make the study was obtained trom these otticials. 
2. Following a careful study or the literature dealing with the 
establishment of the Civilian Conservation Corps program in 1933 to the 
present ti.me with particular reference to the educational program, a study 
of the questionnaire method of conducting a survey was made. 
3. A questionnaire was assembled to obtain the necessary data. After 
criticisms and suggestions trom business teachers, the questionnaire was 
revised and sent to Mr . Rogers and Mr. Oxley tor approval. 
4. The questionnaire was presented to Mr . o. S. Jones, District Edu-
cational Adviser, in a personal interview. Further suggestions were made 
by Mr . Jones. 
5. After final approval, the questionnaire was mailed to the educa-
tional adviser in each of the thirty-five Civilian Conservation Corps 
camps in Oklahoma. Twenty-one questionnaires, or sixty per cent, were 
returned. A follow-up letter was sent to the remaining fourteen camps. 
Four replies were received making a total ot twenty-five or seventy-one 
per cent. 
6. Data obtained trom the returns of the questionnaire were tabu-
lated, studied, and interpreted in the light of the purpose of the study. 
REVIEW OF RELATED STODI ES 
Although no studies have been found which are identical with the 
present study, a tew related studies are briefly reviewed. 
8 
Leo 1oseph query, in 1938, conducted a study in the First Corps Area 
relative to commercial education. In this study, Mr. Query attempted to 
show the need tor and feasibility ot a program of comnereial education in 
the Civilian Conservation Corps. He also constructed a course of study 
for a model business camp curriculum. The objectives, texts, i nstructors, 
length, and content of each course were suggested tor the business sub-
jects taught in the First Corpe Area. 
The findings and conclusions of the study relative to commercial edu-
cation were as follows: 
l. A progr81ll of commercial education in the CCC camps was feasible 
and desirable. 
2. A commercial education program could accomplish certain objectives 
of CCC education. 
3. All enrollees should be tested before being allowed to participate 
in the vocational commercial curriculwn. 
4 . Enrollees not participating in the vocational colllD.ercial curric-
ulum shoul d be allowed to participate in the social business studies. 
5. Tests, texts, and syllabi should be standardized for all business 
subjects . Standards of attainment should be set up by the camp Educa-
tional Councils. 
6. Enrollees desiring colJlD'lercial training should be trained on the 
Job as much as possible in the camp positions. 
7. Educational equipment and facilities in local high schools should 
be utilized whenever practical. 
Mr. Query reconunended that a conmittee composed of representatives 
a. Leo Joseph ~uery , Commercial Education in the Civilian Conservation 
Corps. (Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1938). 
of Camp Educational Councils be appointed to plan and inaugurate a camp 
educational program setting up a standard business curriculum to be fol-
lowed by all camps. He also recommended that enrollees should pass tests 
before receiv1ne; credit in each course. No enrollee should be allowed to 
enroll in the bookkeeping or secretarial work unless he could meet pre-
requisite qualifications. 
9 
!•!•Kennedy. in 1935, made a brier survey by questionnaire of the 
educational program of nine Oklahoma and tour Texas Civilian Conservation 
Corps camps, The survey revealed that all the camps offered some educa-
tional courses tor men but attendance was optional. 
or the nine Oklahoma camps reporting, five ottered bookkeeping; thre•• 
business arithmetic; three, business English; six, typewriting; and two, 
shorthand. 
Mr . Kennedy recommended that the camps be divided into to platoons, 
placing those with less than the eighth grade education in the same group 
with compulsory grade review. 
10 
Boston UniTersitz, in cooperation with the United States Office ot 
Education, made a series ot studies in CCC Camp Education in the First 
Corps Area . Twenty-fiTe of the 127 CCC camps in New England were used in 
the study. A research worker spent a week in a camp to check on the edu-
cational program. 
The research workers round that "the vocational and intormal classes 
9. T. A. Kennedy, Opportunity~ Industrial Training JE_ .!!!.!,.9.££ ~ 
Program. (Unpublished Master's thesis, Oklahoma A.&. M. College, 193:5). 
10. Project ~ Research.!!_ UniTersities, Boston UniversitJ in cooperation 
with U. s. Office ot Education, Washington, D. C. Study 20: "A Study 
ot the Educational and Leisure Time Activities in the Civilian Con-
servation Corps Camps of the First Army Corps Area," (1937). 
' 
11 
were more popular and more promising ot good than the academic classes." 
The survey revealed that enrollment in vocational and l eisure-time 
handicraft classes tar exceeded all others. Out ot 861 who indicated a 
12 
desire tor new courses. 66~ asked tor vocational courses. Out ot the 
twenty-tive camps reporting. twenty-two reported that at least seventy-
tive per cent ot the enrollees actually attend educational classes. 
Twenty-tour camps reported that some type of certificate is given upon 
completion ot a unit ot work. Twenty-two camps had typewriters availabltt 
tor use. the number varying trom one to fitty per camp. 
13 
Samuel!• Harby made a study of education in the Civilian Conser-
vation Corps camps of the Second Corps Area from April 1933 to March 193? 
14 
With these purposes: 
l. To discover what educational- opportunities are being offered the 
enrollees. 
2. To determine the extent and nature or the enrollees' responses. 
3. To ascertain how well the program fulfills its aims. 
4. To analyze the difficulties of the camp educational situation 
so that they may be dealt with more effectively. 
The study revealed that good educational opportUllities have been 
provided . but have not always been used to :tull advantage. Emphasis has 
been placed on training in the work projects, or instruction 1n job-
train1ng. 
The business subjects which were offered tor training were business 
law, bookkeeping, o:tfice management, salesmanship. shorthand. and typing. 
11. Ibid, p. 161. 
12. Ibid. p. 166. 
13. Samuel F. Harb:,. A Study of Education in the Civilian Conservation 
Corps Camps .2!_ the SecondCorps ~- (Doctor ts dissertation, Colum-
bia University) . Ann Arbor . Michigan: Edwards Brothers. Inc., 1938. 
14. Ibid. P• 3. 
A table was giTen showing the subjects offered most frequently in all 
the camps as measured by the total hours spent by the enrollees each 
month. Reports from ni nety-five camps in the Second Corps Area from 
October 1934 to :March 1935 were used in the survey. The total hours 
ran&ed from sixty- tour to 53,176. Typewriting re.Aked fourth with 21,834 
hours; shorthand, thirty-second with , , 965 hours; bookkeeping , thirty-
titth with 4 , 632; office DB.llagement, f i fty- ninth with 1 , 203; business law. 
15 
sixty- first with 1,052; and salesmanship , sixty- fifth with 995. 
15. Ibid, p. 142. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY O THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATI ON CORPS 
The Civilian Conservation Corps was created in March 1933, by Act ot 
Congress authorizing the President to form what was called, technically , 
I 
Emergency Conservation Work. In his message to Congress asking for its 
establishment , the President had referred to the proposed organization 
as a civilian conservation corps. Because ot this, trom the beginning, 
l 
Emergency Conservation ork was called the Civilian Conservation Corps, 
or more popularly, the CCC . 
As set up in 1933, the major purposes ot the CCC were to :furnish work 
tor unemployed youth not in school and to conserve the natural resources 
of the United States. ln his message to Congress in March, 1933, Presi-
2 
dent Roosevelt stated: "More important, however, than the material gains 
will be moral and spiritual value ot such work. n 
In June 1937, Congress extended the Corps tor a period of three yeara. 
An additional purpose was added, that ot providing general and vocational 
education tor the members ot the Corps. Furthermore , the law provided 
3 
that ten hours each week may be devoted to education. 
On April 5, 1933, the President appointed Robert Fechner as director 
4 
or the ace and the enrollment ot the first 250,000 young men was begun. 
l. "An Act tor the relief of unemployment through the performance of use-
ful public work 8Jld tor other purposes." United States Statutes!! 
Large. Volume 48, Part I, Public Laws, pp. 22- 23 . 
2, Ibid. 
3 . "An Act to Establish the Civilian Conservation Corps-- . " United States 
Statutes!! Large. Volume 50, Part I, Public Laws, pp . 319-322. 
4. n.EducatiollBl 'Program ot the Civilian Conservation Corps," National ~-
cation Assooi tion 1ournal. ( eb ary 28, 1934). 
The first CCC camp was located at Luray, Virginia. Before the end or 
April, 190 camps had been established and 37,189 men were enrolled. 
Thirteen hundred camps had been set up and 279,722 men enrolled by the 
5 
end of lune 1933 . 
10 
At the beginning, enrollment was limited to a single six-months 
period. At the completion ot the first enroll.Jnent period, the President 
authorized the re-enrollment or those men who desired to remain in the 
Corps. The 193"l Act or Congress limited aggregate services, except tor 
6 
certain excepted personnel, to two years, dating from 1ul7 1, 193"l. 
The original Executive Order or the President ma.de it necessary to 
give preference to those men between eighteen and twenty-five whose fam-
ilies were on the reliet rolls ot the states. The 1937 Act or Congress 
permitted the enrollment or a man who was "unemployed and in need or em-
ployment." In 1936 the age limits were changed to include only young mea 
between seventeen and twenty-three except war veterans and certain en-
rollees. 
The CCC is directly responsible to the President, but the actual 
work is carried on under Director Fechner by a number of Government agen-
cies. The Department of Labor, War , Agriculture and the Interior, and 
7 
the Veterans' Administration control and direct the work. 
Enrollee personnel. Enrollees are classified into tive groups: 
l. Junior: Young unemployed, unmarried men between the ages of 
5. Howard • Oxley, "Reaching Two Million American Youth," National Edu-
cation Association Journal, Vol. 27 (April, 1938), 110-112. ----
6. "An Act to Establish ••• ", p. 319. 
7. "Federal Act Providing Reliet ot Unemployment Through Retorestation, '' 
oathly Labor R••i•, Vol. 36 {Mey. 1953). 10~9-1040. 
ll 
seTenteen and twenty-three. 
2. Veterans: Individuals who have served the United States in certain 
wars are selected by the Veterans' Administration. 
3. Local Experienced Men: Men experienced in work in the woods may 
be selected without regard to age, 1118.rital status, or allotment or pay, 
but they must be employed in the state in which they are resident. 
4. Cooks and Mess Stewards: Four men per company may be selected as 
cooks without regard to age, marital status or allotment. 
5. Others: Occasionally, the Director authorizes the enrollment ot 
small special groups. 
Administration. The entire operation of the CCC is carried out in 
accordance with general policies determined by the Director or the CCC 
and his advisory council. The Executive order of the President stated: 
The Secretary of War , the Secretary of Agriculture, the Secretary 
of the Interior, and the Secretary ot Labor each shall appoint a 
representative, and said representatives shall constitute an 8 
Advisory Council to the Director of .Emergency Conservation Work. 
The Department ot Labor selects each ;year approximately 300,000 men 
9 
according to uniform national standards. The men are selected on a 
population basis. each State being given a tixed quota. Within the re-
spective states, authority to make selection is delegated by the Depart-
ment or Labor to the State welfare and relief administrations. The State 
selecting agencies acting through their local representatives, have the 
continuous task or receiving and 1nTestigating hundreds of thousands ot 
CCC applications each year. 
a. w. Frank Parsons , "Selecting !.,!!Q2.,.2.QQ. !25 ~ ~ ~ ..22£• 
i.ngton: u. s. Government Printing Office, (1938}, p. 1. 




Pay~ Allotment . Enrol lees receive 30 per month. Assi stant 
leaders recei ye $36 and leaders , $45. Not more than ten per cent may be 
designated as assistant leaders and not more than an additional six per 
cent as leaders. 
Each enrollee who has dependents is required to make an allotment ot 
not less than $22 per month to such dependents . It he does not have 
dependents, he is required to make a deposit or at least 22 per month 
with the Federal government, to be paid to him at the end ot his enroll-
D1ent. 
Sumnary. Over 2,000 , 000 young men end veterans have been enrolled 
in the CCC since March, 1933. During the fiscal year 1938, 252,196 young 
men were selected and enrolled in the CCC to till vacancies occurring in 
the 1,500 camps located in the forty- eight states and the District of 
Columbia. 
On 1une 30, 1938, there were 231,091 enrollees (the authorized 
strength being 300 ,000), according to the annual report or the Director. 
11 
Includi ng Indi ans end Terri tori al enroll.ees there was a total ot 241,528'. 
EDUCATION.AI. PROGRAM OF THE CCC 
Origin. The original purpose ot the Civil ian Conservation Corps we.a 
12 
to provide work tor unemployed youth and to conserve the natural resources. 
10. "An Act to Establish • •• , " loc . cit. 
11. "Activities ot the CCC in 1938,." (Annual Report of the Director, 
fiscal year ended June 30, 1938), Monthly Labor Review, Vol . 48 
(February, 1939), 338-40. 
12. Frank Ernest Hill , The School~~ Camps, The Educational Program 
of the C1T111an ConserTe.tion Corps. New York: 1 . J . Little and 
Ives Company, (1935), p . 9. 
Soon after the camps were organized. many of the enrollees began to ask 
tor opportunities to continue their academic and vocational training. 
Accordingly, on May 9, 1933, the War Department sent an order, approved 
by Director Fechner, to all Corps Area Comms.nders, which read in pa.rt: 
Instruction will be given 1n forestry by members of the Forestry 
Service and classes in general and vocational educational courses 
will be con.ducted, when practicable, by the Army tor all members 
ot the CiVilian Conservation Corps who so desire it ••• 
The classes which were organized as a result ot these orders were 
in some areas developed principally by the camp superintendents and for• 
men under the camp commanders. While the officers taught some academio 
studies, the classes were chiefly in forestry and subjects related to 
it. 
After conferences in the Fall of 1933, attended by representatives 
of the Forestry, National Parks, and Labor organizations, a plan was 
drawn up tor a permanent education program and presented to the President 
by Secretary or the Interior Ickes. The President approved the plan, and 
13 
it was adopted November 22, 1933. 
CCC education was placed under the administration of the War Depart-
ment With the advisory assistance of the Ottice of Education in the De-
partment ot the Interior. 
To organize and conduct the new program, Dr. c. s. Marsh, the Dean 
of the Evening School at the University ot Buttalo. was appointed Educa-
tional Director of the COO on December 29, 1933. 
Immediately upon his appointment as Educational Director, Dr. Marsh 
selected a corps area educational adviser for each ot the nine corps 
areas to advise the corps area commander in initiating and developing 
13 • .QQQ_ Camp Education: Guidance ~ Recreati onal Phases, (Bulletin, 
1937, No. 19}. U. s. Department of the Interior, Office ot Educa-
tion. shlngton: Gover nt Printing Ottice, (19~8). 
the educational program. The selection of camp advisers was begun simul-
taneously, and the tirst ot these went to their camps in ' l!'ebruary, 1934. 
By April 1, 631 had been appointed, by May, 1058, and in June the full 
14 
quota or 1,087 had been selected. 
/ In May, 1935, Dr. c. s. Marsh resigned as National Director or CCC 
Education and Mr. Howard:. Oxley was appointed to take his place, 
In 1une, 1935, district educational advisers were assigned to dis-
trict Commanders to advise with them in initiating and developing the 
\ 
educational program or the district. 
Concept .2!_.QQQ. Education. When the educational advisers were sent 
15 
into the camps in 1934, their instructions were given as follows: 
Yours is a task without clear precedents . Your ingenuity in 
developing ways ot meeting the situation as you find it at the 
camp is your real test •••• The activities you carry on must grow 
out ot the needs and wishes ot the men. There is no program 
planned outside the camp and imposed from above. The program 
must be worked out tor each camp separately. 
Objectives .2!.QQQ. Education. When the educational advisers were 
sent into the camps in the willter ot 1934, they were instructed to build 
whereever possible upon the educationai activities under way. Their 
16 
dominant aims were to: 
1. Develop in each man his powers of self-expression, selt-
entertainment, and self-culture. 
2. Develop pride and satisfaction in cooperative endeavor. 
3 . Develop as tar as practicable an understanding of the pre-
vailing social and economic conditions, to the end that each 
man may cooperate intelligently to improving these conditions. 
14. Ibid, p. 13. 
15. Howard w. Oxley, norowth and Accomplishments of CCC Education," Fro 
!!.!. fil Del ta Kappe.n, Vol . XIX, No . 9 (May, 1937), 313. 
16. Handbook tor the Educational Advisers in the Civilian Conservation 
Corps Camp. prepared by the U. S. Departmeii"t of the Interior, 
Office of Education. Washington: Government Printing Office, (19M), 
p • 3-4. 
4. Preserve and strengthen good habits or health and ot mental 
development . 
5. Assist each man better to meet his employment problems when 
he leaves camp , by such vocational training as is feasible, 
but particularly by vocational counseling and adjustment 
activities. 
6. Develop an appreciation of nature and of country life. 
15 
These aims have since guided the development of the educational pro-
gram ot the camps. 
To achieve the above 3ims, the following major activities have been 
l? 
developed: 
l . The remove.lot illiteracy. 
2. The correction ot common school deficiencies, 
3. Training on work projects. 
4. Vocational iutruction. 
5. Cultural and general education. 
6. Avocational and leisure-time training. 
7. Character and citizenship development. 
8. Job placement. 
!!!!. Curriculum. A curriculum covering a wide range and variety ot 
subjects has needed to be organized in order to meet the varying needs 
of the enrollees. It is divided into the following classifications: 
academic, pre-vocational, and vocational; job training and related sub-
18 
jects; informal activities; miscellaneous; professional; and general . 
The program ot instruction for the camps, as outlined in the hand-
book for Educational Advisers, " ••• will comprise such instruction suited 
to the needs of any particular camps a.s may be practicable, it being 
recognized that conditions as regard intelligence ••• will vary not only 
19 
in the nine corps areas but in the 1 , 500 camps ••• " 
l7 • .Q£g_CampEdueation, op . cit., p. 3. 
18. Howard w. Oxley, "Education in the CCC Camps," School !1..f!., Vol. 24, 
No . 4 (January. 1939), p. 104. 
19. Handbook _!2£. Educe..tional .Advisers, loe. cit. 
16 
Courses in the elementary school subjects and 1n the usual secondary 
school subjects are given. Among the prevocational and vocational sub-
jects most co:u:monly offered are the commercial courses, elect rical work, 
and others. 
The vocational and crafts work comprise more than fifty per cent or 
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the whole curriculum. Organized projects in training on the job are 
carried on with related classes held in the camp. 
Counseling~ Guidance. The educational program which is organized 
in any CCC camp must be based upon the interests, background, and train-
ing of the men 1.n the camp. In order to determine the problems and in-
terests of the men. a program of counseling and guidance is set up in the 
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camp. This program includes the following steps and provisions. 
1. Individual interview of each man by camp advisers and others. 
2. Group counseling of new men by advisers, m1lits.ry and technical 
officials. and others. 
~. Orientation courses to cacp lite tor new men. 
4. Cumulative ~eco~d c~d ~n each enl'Ollee. 
5. Try- 0ut u~periences on work projects and jobs within the camps. 
6. Vocational classes. 
7. Classes on occupational information. 
8. Periodical interviews of all enrollees by ca.mp adviser or by 
other members of company overhead personnel to cheek on enrollee'• 
progress and offer him further guidance. 
9. Assistance tor the enrollee in locating employment. 
10. Follow-up of former CCC members . 
Educational Achievements. At first a relatively small bodJ of "en-
rollees" joined the classes which were organized fo r them. At present 
over ninety-one per cent of the entire enrollment is represented in the 
voluntary evening groups which study everything from masonry to spellinc 
20. "Activities of the CCC in 1938," loc. cit. 
21. £Q2_ ~ Educ ation, op. cit., pp . 9-10. 
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and citizenship. 
During the past five years, since the organization ot the educa-
1 
17 
tional program, 70,000 illiterate enrollees haTe been taught to read arid 
write, More than three-quarters or a million have been enrolled in ele-
mentary, hi191 school, and college courses. Of this number, 8838 have 
obtained eighth-grade certificates ; 2307 have graduated trom high school; 
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and 521 have completed college work tor degrees. 
BUSINESS EDUCATION IN THE CCC 
Although a definitely outlined program of business education has not 
been set up in the Civilian Conservation Corps, vocational business edu-
cation has been given since the establishment of the organization in 1953. 
Various phases ot the camp work program were utilized as training 
courses. Typists, stenographers, ottice clerks, post exchange and supply 
clerks, and others were needed in the administration or the camp. 
Typewriting, shorthand, bookkeeping, office management, business 
law, and salesmanship were among the leisure-time studies ottered the 
enrollees at night. Typewriting-was the most popular course. As early 
as .March 1934, business subjects were ottered 111 the camps. "Some ot 
the courses already being studied in CCC camps are ••• bookkeeping, busi-
ness administration, sociology, penmanship, shorthand, typewriting, com-
24 
merciaJ. and patent law, salesmanship, ••• " 
22. Howard w. Oxley, "American Youth Learn by Doing," National Educa-
tional Associ ation Journal, Vol. 28 (April, 1939), 111-112. 
23. Ibid. 
24. c. s . Marsh, "University of the foods , " School 1!!!,, (March, 1934), 
153-lM. 
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Director Fechner reported in September, 19:34 , that, 
••• In hundreds or camp distributed throughout every section ot 
the nation ' s toreated dome.in, these men are studyi ng such subjects 
as typewriting, shorthand , bookkeeping, and sales!Mlnship. A few 
are attending accredited business schools after the day's work ••• 
• • • business subjects have been among the most popular , it not the 
most popular ottered, ••• 
In 1uly, 1935, a report issued by the Ottice ot Education states that: 
"Almost half the courses are vocational in nature, with a predominance 
26 
of courses in typing, auto-mechanics, forestry and agriculture." 
Again, in September, 19351 it was stated that "All the camps want 
27 
instruction in typewriting." 
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The business courses are among the Jlk)St common1y offered subjects. 
A consolidation of the vocational cour ses listed in the camp reports for 
November, 1936, reveals that the vocational courses most otten occuring 
in the camps are those connected with office practice, stenography, type-
writing , filing . Accounting ranked ninth in frequency of appearance. 
The most usual course in the vocati onal field i s typewriting •••• 
sixty per cent ot the camp programs contained such a course •••• Bookkeep-
28 
ing, office practice, salesmanship frequently appear. " 
25. Robert Fechner, "The Greatest Night School 1n the United States, " 
~ Business Education World, (September, 1934), p. 21 . 
26. "Educational Appropriations tor the CCC Camps," School~ Society , 
Vol . 42 (1uly 27, 1935), 120. 
27 . L. John Nuttall , Jr . , "Possible Influences on the Public Schools ot 
the CCC Educational Program, " School Review, Vol . 43 (September, 1935), 
508-513. 
CRAPl'ER III 
STATUS OF BUSINESS EDUCATION IN THE 
OKLAHOMA CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS CAMPS 
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The preceding chapter ot this study was concerned with tracing with 
history ot the Civilian Conservation Corps from its beginning in 1933 to 
the present time with particular reference to the develo:puent of the edu-
cational program and including business education. 
In order to show the present status ot business education in the 
Civ1lian Conservation Corps, this chapter presents the tabulation ot re-
plies to the questionnaire sent to the educational advisers ot the Okla-
homa CCC camps, together with an explanation and discussion of the replies 
received. 
At the time this study was made, there were thirty-tive Civilian 
Conservation Corps camps in the Oklahoma District ot the Eighth Corps 
Area. Headquarters tor the Oklahoma District are located in Oklahoma. CitJ, 
Oklahoma. 
A questionnaire with a letter explaining its purpose, was sent to 
the educational adviser in each or the Oklahoma camps. Twenty-tive. or 
seventy-one per cent replied. or this number, twenty-two otter soma kind. 
of business training, and three camps do not otter any business subjects. 
Data tor this survey cover the six-month period, October, 1938 to 
March, 1939. On October 1. 1938, there were •540 elll'Ollees in the twenty-
:tive camps which reported those data, With an averase of 181 and with a 
range ot 143 to 210 enrollees. On March 31, 1939, there was a total ot 
45'16 enrollees with an average of 183 men per camp and a range ot 122 to 
220. 
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The education.al enrollment ot the camps was eighty- six per cent ot 
the total camp enrollment tor the six-month period. 
From October, 1938 to March, 1939, the total number of enrollees who 
had graduated trom high school we.a 424 in twent7- three camps . Two camps 
4.id not specify the number. The me8J1 number ot graduates per camp was 
18. 4 with a. range ot Oto 134. 
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM OF BUSINESS EDUCATION 
A check l i st ot seTenteen objecti ves was submitt ed to the educational 
ti.dvisers in order to determine what speci t i c objec.tives they were trying 
to accomplish in their respective business education programs . Advisers 
1n twenty- two camps checked the 11st. Three camps do not have a business 
education program. 
The objectives were divided into four groups: (l) pre- vocational, 
(2) Tocational training, (3) Job-training, 8l1d (4) social and economic. 
For this study, these objectives were defined as follows: 
(l) Pre- vocational training is the development within the enrollee 
or an understanding or his own abilities and limitations together with a 
knowledge of occupational intormation necessary tor intelligent choice ot 
n vocation. 
(2) Vocational training is the instruction in vocational skills in 
which there is no opportunity to provide Job experiences. 
1 
(3) 1ob training, or training on the job, is dual in purpose. 
l . Fred Morrell, "Job Training in the CCC," The !!!_ Delta Kappa.a., Vol. XIX .. 
No. 9 (May, 1937) , p. 342. 
First it trains the worker to do well the job to which he is 
assigned •••• Secondly, the enrollee is given training in practical 
Jobs so that he becomes experienced and employable, and is titted 
to talte a job, otten as a skilled workman, upon his leaving the 
corps. 
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(4) Social and economic is the training through which the enrollees 
develop values which will aid them in meeting personal and social situ-
ations which are non-vocational. 
In Table I, the tour groups ot objectives are shown with the number 
of camps checking each objective. 
Pre-vocational. The statements, "to teach the enrollees how to apply 
tor jobs," and "to teach the enrollees how to keep jobs," were checked by 
twenty ot the twenty-two advisers as pre-vocational objectives ot their , 
respective programs ot business education. Another pre-vocational objec-
tive, "to discover what kinds of work the enrollees have aptitudes tor do-
ing through try-out experiences." was checked by more than half the camps. 
Ten additional objectives were listed by the advisers, as shown in 
the table. The statement, "to increase etticiency ot camp clerical help," 
probably should be listed as an objective ot the job-training program 
rather than pre-TOcational. Another objective, "to prepare upon discovery .• 
the enrollee tor the requirements ot the job," may also be considered 
vocational in nature. As shown in Table I, a number ot the objectives 
added by the advisers overlap to a great extent. 
Vocational trainipg. The vocational objective, "to develop skiil.l.s 
ud adaptation in a given vocation to better prepare tor initial employ-
:ment," was checked by twenty ot the twenty-two educational advisers. 
Five statements were added by the advisers, but it is doubtful it all 
are vocational in nature. For example, "to teach correct attitude toward 
work," may be considered as a social and economic objective. 
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T.Al3LE I 




1. To discover what kinds or work the enrollees have apti-
tudes tor doing through try-out experiences.............. 16 
2. To teach the enrollees how to apply tor Jobs............. 20 
3. To teach the enrollees how to keep Jobe (occupational in-
telligence) . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
4 . Others listed only once by the advisers: 
a. To teach enrollees to do better their job in camp thus 
givine them information 8.11.d training that will turther 
their work in a vocational way, after leaving camp. 
b. To increase efficiency ot camp clerical help. 
c. To raise more.le as to employment possibilities. 
d. To help him to orient himself in his present status. 
e. To remove elementary deficiencies. 
t. To give thorough grounding in tool subjects. 
g. To prepare upon discovery, the enrollee tor the re-
quirements of the job. 
h. To study the fields ot employment in which the enrollee 
is interested to see it his particular field ot work is 
over-crowded. 
1. Occupational guidance in so tar as possible. 
J. To develop self-guidance by helping them to escape handi-
caps ot illiteracy and to stand on an equality with their 
fellows. 
B. Vocational training 
l. To develop skills and adaptation in a given vocation in 
order to prepare better tor initial employment........... 20 
2. Others listed only once by the advisers: 
a . To teach correct attitude toward work. 
b. To teach the boy to go back home and do the job better 
which he would turn to. 
c. To prepare enrollees tor camp jobs requiring qualiti-
cations which can be obtained in the course curriculum.. 
d. To find vocations tor some. 
e. To develop skills in me.kine things with their hands--
tools they seem to have to use when they leave the camp •. 
c. 1ob-traini.ng 
1. To give intensive training on the job during work hours. 
a . To train the worker to do well the job to which he is 
asi,gne<l .. •••••••••••••••••••••• ~ . • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • . • • • . 22 
TABLE l (Continued) 
OBJECTIVES OF 'l'HE PROGRAM OF BUSINESS EDUCATION 
Item 
b. To give training in practical Jobs so that he will be 
Number 
Checkina 
experienced and employable........................... 22 
c. To give opportunity for trying out on many Jobs...... 18 
d. To learn skills e.nd information required on different jobs................................................. 21 . 
e. To learn to work With others......................... 22 
t. To discover avenues tor promotion.. .. . ............... 19 
2. Others listed only once by the advisers: 
a. To teach the enrollee wcy the work is done, as well 
as how .. .........................•.•..•.... ... .•...•• 
b. To Iiis'till in him the desire to do the best he can 
With any job he is assigned to. 
c. To train each overhead man takina business courses to 
learn more than his job requires in order to be eli-
gible tor advancement. 
d. To teach ~bers in Job-training skills that they lllflY 
be able to go back to their various homes on jobs they 
may undertake and do the work well. 
D. Social and Economic 
1. To create correct and wholesome attitudes toward work... 21 
2~ To learn terminology ot business........................ 13 
3. To arouse the enrollee's ambition to better his condition 
through counseling and guidance......................... 21 
4. To gain economic understandings and relationships....... 15 
5. To learn the worker's place in the economic order....... 19 
G. To develop personality and citizenship traits........... 21 
,. To teach enrollees to make social and economic adjust-
ments................................................... 21 
a. Others listed only once by the advisers: 
a. Leader and toremnship training . 
b. To teach the enrollee to make better use or leisure 
time . 
c. To teach respect tor all superiors in order that ad-
vuceinent may be aided in all possible ways. 
d. To teach enrollees to help the other enrollees who are 
more or less fortunate than themselves. 
e. To foster attitudes ot mind and to develop 1nteres and 
capacities which will help them to shoulder their r... 
apons1b1lit1es and meet eonmunity problems more intel-
ligently. 
lob-training. As shown also in Table I, three objectives, "to give 
training in practical jobs so that the enrollees will be experienced and 
employable," "to train the worker to do well the Job to which he 1s as-
signed," and "to learn to work With others," were checked by all twenty-
t'fft) educational advisers as objectives ot their respective business pro-
grams. 
All the statements in this group were checked as objectives of the 
job- training program in eighteen or more camps. It ts doubttul it any of 
the statements added by the advisers are purely objectives of the Job-
training program. For example, "to teach the enrollee why the work is 
done, as well as how," is pre-vocational as well as Job-training. 
Social and Economic. The expressions, "to create correct and whole- , 
some attitudes toward work," "to arouse the enrollee's ambition to better 
his condition through counseling and guidance." "to develop personality 
and citizenship traits." and "to teach the enrollees to make social and 
economic adjustments , " were checked as objectives in twenty-one ot the 
twenty- two camps with a business education program. The other objectives 
listed with the number ot camps checking each are shown in Table I. Five 
additional objectives which were added by the advisers are also given in 
the table. · 
It would seem that there is co on agreement in major respects 8JIIOng 
the camp educational advisers concerning the purposes ot their progr8.Jl, 
tor practically all agreed on two or the three pre-vocational objectives, 
on the single vocational objective, on tour ot the six job-training ob-
jectives, and on tiVe of the seven social and economic objectives. 
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CURRICULUJ4 
Reports from the advisers indicate that during the period, October 1 . 
1938 to March 31, 19391 fifty- seven business classes were carried on in th• 
twenty-two Oklahoma camps, covering ten different subjects with a range 
ot one to six ubjects per camp. 
During this period, typewriting was the most frequently offered sub-
ject, being taught in eighteen different camps. Classes in bookkeeping 
and accounting were ottered. in balf the camps. Niae camps gave instruc-
t i on in business aritblnetic. One ca.mp gave instruction 1n seven ditfereJlt 
subjects. Six camps ottered instruction in only one subject , in three of 
which typewriting was the only subject offered. Seven camps ottered type• 
writing with one other ot the following subjects , business English , busi-
ness arithmetic, bookkeeping, or office practice. 
As shown 1n Table II , there was little change in the number ot classea 
ottered at the l:>eginnine and end ot· each enrollment period. (.Enrollment 
periods are tor three months. Two periods , October 1. 1938 to December 31. 
1938, and 1anuary 1 , 1939 to March 31, 1939, were used in this study.) 
At the end of the period, December, 1938, there was a gain -0f three 
classes in each ot the foll owing subjects , tiling, bookkeeping, and type-
writing , with a small increase in the number of enrollees taking the 
courses. Three other classes , business law, introduction to business, and 
salesmanship, registered a slight increase in enrollment. There was no 
decrease in the number of classes ottered during the period, but the en-
rollment d:ropped slightly in two classes. 
At the end of the second period, March, 1939, there was a gain ot 
one class each in five of the ten subjects ottered in the twenty- two camp. 
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The total enrollment increased in four of the five classes , but decreased 
in one, typewriting. The number of enrollees decreased slightly in tour 
classes f'rom 1 anuary to Jlaroh. In J'anua.ry, boo'kkeeping and accounting 
TABLE II 
BUSINESS St.JBJ'ECTS OFFERED* 
(Oct. 1 , 1938---Mar. 31, 1939) 
Book. Bus. Bus. Bus. Fil- Intro . Ott. Sales- Shtd. Typ-
and Arith.Eng. Law ing to Prac . man- ing 
Acct. Busi. ship. 
TOTAL ENROLL-
l4ENT CLASSES : 
Oct . 1938 68 63 53 14 0 20 21 29 ll 191 
Dec. 19~ '13 66 45 24 1 20 19 ~2 11 218 
J'an. 1939 74 88 39 30 3 24 19 32 11 210 
Mar. 1939 61 9? 8l 21 3 30 21 24 10 181 
CAMPS OFFERING: 
Oct. 1938 ., 7 4 2 0 l 3 1 2 16 
Dec . 1938 8 7 4 2 l l 3 l 2 17 
J'an. 1939 11 ,, 4 2 l l 3 1 2 17 
Mar. 1939 10 8 6 2 1 2 4 l 2 18 
*Subjects are listed alphabetically, and not in order ot importance. 
was ottered in eleven camps, while in March ten camps ottered the course. 
1I'here was a slight decrease in enrollment , 
In size, the classes ranged from one to thirty-two enrollees. A 
class in sal.esman.ship had the largest enrollment. In three classes, in-
struction was given to only one enrollee. 
Classes met trom thirty to 120 minutes each meeting. Only one class. 
typewriting, met for thirty minutes, while seven classes met tor 120 
minutes. These were one class, bookkeeping; one , office practice; two, 
1th tne possible 
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exception of business arithmetic, all of these subjects are usually 
considered laboratory classes. The average minutes per meeting tor all 
camps is shown in Table III . The classes varied in length trom twelve 
to forty-eight weeks . Three subjects, business law, tiling, and sales-





MENT PER CAMP 
Oct. 1938 10 
Mar. 1939 6 
UEGTH COURSE 
(Weeks) 
Av. per camp 21 
MINUTES PER 
ME!fi'ING: 
Av. per camp 68 
TABLE III 
BUSUlESS SUBJECTS OFFERED 
Bus. Bus. Bus. Fil- Intro. Ott. 
Arith.Eng. Law ing to Prac. 
Bus. 
9 15 7 0 20 7 
12 14 11 3 16 5 
16 14 12 12 33 26 




29 6 12 
24 5 10 
12 24 25 
60 60 69 
Two typewriting classes were taught in high schools at night. All 
other classes were taught in the camps after tour o'clock in the after-
:noon. 
Textbooks. Only thirteen or the twenty-two camps offering training 
in the business subjects specified the textbooks used. In these camps 
there is little uniformity as to the kind of textbook, since three type-
writing books , four business arithmetic books , three accounting textbooks, 
and two business English books are used in the different camps. 
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The results of the survey show that tiling, office practice, short-
h8lld, typewriting , and store ma.nag n.t are the courses which were otfere 
as training on the job 1n sixteen camps. Typewriting was the most fre-
quently offered subject being given in ten camps. Office practice, with 
eight, s second in frequency; filing, five; store ma.negement , two; short-
hand, one; and bookkeep! , one. Six camps did not otter any business 
courses a training on the job, and three did not specify the courses 
offered. 
The positions of office clerks, post exchange and supply clerks, 
company clerk, technical clerical help in the office ot the educational 
adviser were offered as training on the job in twenty camps. Ottiee 
clerks were trained in seventeen camps; post exchange e.nd supply clerks, 
twelve; e ~y clerk, titteen; technical clerical help , one. Two camps 
did not otter training on the Job 1n any business subject. 
EQUIPMENT 
Th~ kind and number of machines used in the business education pro-
grem varied in the Oklahoma camps. Ot the twenty-t1ve camps , t enty- thre 
had so e kind ot business ach1nes available. Two camps did not specify 
ether they had any machines. One ce.mp which did not have a business 
•ducat1on program listed the equipment which was used by enrollees in the 
company office. 
In the check 11st , which was submitted to the advisers, tour types 
of machines were listed, as shown in Table IV, typewriters, duplicating, 
calcule.ting, and addi mchines, with provisions for other types to be 
added. Two camps listed other me.chines , but did not specify the kind • 
.Only one cam» he.d all tour types of machi.nes available to:r the enrollees' 
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use. Two camps had only one kind ot machine--in both cases duplicators. 
The comDiaatio.11. typewriters, duplicating and adding machines. was found 
1n six camps, or one-fourth ot the total number. 
TABLE IV 
EQ.UIPMElff IN OKLAHOMA DISTRICT 





















The total number ot machines ot all kinds in the twenty- three camps. 
as shown in Table V, was 115. The median camp had tour typewriters, one 
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Twenty- three ot the twenty-tive camps have a l1braI"1 tor the use of 
the enrollees. Ot this number, nineteen reported a total or 7e/1 books on 
business aubJects. The number of books 1n a camp ranged from titteen to 
to 172. The median camp had thirty- nine books on business subjects in 
the library. In the majority ot the camps, general 11Bgazines are aYail-
able. On March 31, 1939, there were 581 .magazines in the camps, ranging 
from none to titty-six per camp. 
Swm:nary. Apparently there is no distinct policy or unifor mity in 
the number or kind ot equipment available in the camps. Some ot the camps 
haye a large amount ot equipment While other camps have none. The median 
camp had tour typewriters, one duplice.ti.i:ig machine, one adding machine, 
thirty-nine books on business subjects, and torty-tive magazines. 
SUPERVISORY AND INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF 
OF BUSINESS SUBJ'ECTS 
The teachers of business subjects in the CCC camps are obtained trom 
a variety ot sources. Besides the educational adviser and his assistant, 
any or all ot the .Arary and technical personnel, may otter instruction in 
the business subjects. Frequently enrollees are found who are qualified 
to teach. Through the W. P.A., teachers ot both vocational and academic 
subjects are often assigned to the C8Illps. Arrangements are made in some 
instances tor enrollees to attend high school or college classes wider 
regular school teachers when the camps are so situated as to make such 
institutions aTS.ilable. 
Thirty-five camp instructors taught business subjects during the six• 
month period, October, 1938 to March, 1939. Thirteen of these were camp 
educational advisers; six assistants to the educational advisers; tiYe 
Army officers; one member ot the technical start; four enrollees; five 
emergency education program teachers; and one local high school teacher. 
The trainina and experience ot the instructors Taried a great deal, 
TABLE VI 
SUPERVISORY AND INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF 
OF BUSINESS SUBJEC'l'S 
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Educ. Assistant J4111tary Tech. Enroll- E.E.P. LOcal 
Adviser to Adv. statt eta.ff ees Teach. H. S . 
Teach. 
DEGREE: 
Total 13 6 5 1 4 5 l 
Bachelor 8 2 4 0 0 1 0 
Master 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No degree 0 4 1 1 4 4 l 
BUSINESS 
EXPERIENCE: 
Total 13 6 5 l 4, 5 l 
1-12 mo . 3 l 0 0 0 0 0 
13-36" 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 
37 up" l 0 1 0 0 0 0 
No exp. 7 4 2 0 3 5 0 
Not spec. 0 0 0 l 0 0 l 
TEACHING 
EXPERIENCE: 
Total 13 6 5 1 4 5 1 
1 ... 5 yr. 3 l 1 0 0 0 0 
6-10" 2 0 0 0 0 l 0 
11 up" 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 
No exp. 4 5 4 0 4 3 0 
Not spec. 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
TEACHERS' 
CERTIFICATE: 
Total 13 6 5 1 4 5 1 
No certif. 3 6 5 l 4 3 0 
1th cert. 10 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Not spec. 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
as shown in Table VI, among the different camps as well as Within the 
respective camps. 
All thirteen educational advisers held degrees, eight having the 
baccalaureate degree, and five, the master's degree. None had doctoral 
degree•• 
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Approximately one-third or the remaining instructor s held the bacca-
laureate degree. Fifteen did not have a degree, although one enrollee 
had had two years training in college. 
Business or professional experience outside the teaching tield has 
been considered of value to the business education instructors, since 
they are working with young men whose chief objective is to prepare tor 
and enter jobs or positions in business. One- third ot the instructors 
have had busineas experience ranging from two to eighty months. The kin4 
of business experience was varied, including work as salesman, credit 
manager, accountant, laundry, county clerk, telegrapher, cleaning, radio 
shop, and newspaperman. 
Thirteen or the thirty-five instructors ot business subjects had 
taught in high school. Nine educational advisers had a total or ninety-
eight years teaching experience ranging rrom two to thirty-five years. 
Ten educational advisers have high school teaching certificates. Only 
three other staff members ha.Te certificates, two emergency education pro-
gram teachers , and one local high school teacher. (In Table Vt, the 
high school teacher is not listed as having a certificate, however , he 
must have a certificate to teach in the Oklahoma schools.) 
The range of business instructors per camp was one to three . The 
median camp had 1.8 instructors . 
COUNSEUNG AND GUIDANCE 
Vocational Guidance. More than two-thirds ot the enrollees have 
never received any vocational training and the majority have DBde no plans 
as to how they shall earn their living. One fourth of them had never 
held any kind ot a job before entering the CCC and of those who had been 
been employed, the average enrollee had been Jobless 
2 
niu»oiu 
IfJV!W~ LJoiitlf:.t!KICAL COLLEGE 
LIBR ARY 
prior to entering the camps. 
vocational guidance. 
This indicates a very detinit.~fe,4 tor 
u~ ~7 1939 
The major portion ot the responsibility tor the guidance program 
rests with the camp adviser. Seventeen Oklahoma CCC camps have a Voca .. 
tional Advisory Service. Five camps do not have this service, and it waa 
not specified tor the remaining three camps. 
The camp educational adviser directs the Vocational Advisory Service 
in nine ot the seventeen camps. In one camp it was directed by the camp 
superintendent, and in two camps by the educational conmittee composed 
ot the company coJ1111ander, camp superintendent, and educational adviser. 
Five advisers did not report by whom tbe Service was directed. 
The vocational guidance program is divided into eight steps or prac• 
tices, as shown in Table VII. Although allot these are not carried on 





l. Individual interview ot each new enrollee by . c~p: : . -
vocational advisers ••••••••••••• : • :.: •i ." .. . : :·· 0 24 l 
2. Group counseling ot new men by adviser ·. -: ·_. .;·,.: •. ·• :•',. 24 .. l 
3. Orielltation course to camp lite tor new 1118D. • ; • -- • . -·. • 21 · • · ·4 
4. Cumulative record card on each enrollee., • \ 11 , • : ':" ; ., : " 23 - ·2 
5. Try-out experiences on work projects ' . } :. ~ . • ; .... ·.: • • ~ :°e' :19.~·= 6 : 
6. Vocational classes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 21 · ·4 
7. Classes on occupational intoraition. • • • • • • • • • 21 4 
8. Periodical interviews ot all enrollees by camp adviser 
and by other members of company personnel to check on 
enrollees' progress and to otter him guidance. • • • • l 
2, Russell A. Beam, "Counseling tor Adjustment end Rehabilitation,"!!!. 
Phi Pelk. Kai,P!D:, Vol. XIX, No. 9 (May, 1937), PP• 337-338. 
Three activities. "individual interview of each enrollee by camp 
educational advisers," "group counseling of new men by advisers," and 
"periodical interviews of all enrollees ••• , " were checked as guidance 
practices in twenty-four of the twenty-five camps. 
Educational Guidance. Although the average enrollee is twenty yeara 
of age, three per cent are totally unable to read and write hen enrolled 
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and about forty per cent have not completed the eighth grade. This in-
dicates that there i s a need for guidance in the selection ot leisure-ti.lie 
courses. In the initial interview held with each new enrollee shortly 
after his arrival, the educational adviser outlines a plan tor partici-
pation in instruction activities. Enrollees select courses for various 
reasons in the different camps. 
Enrollment in courses is on the basis of interest alone in nine of 
the Oklahoma CCC camps. Interest and previous TOcational experience and 
the grade level completed by the enrollee determines selection of course• 
in six of the camps, while interest, vocational experience and the grade 
level completed by the enrollee determines selection in two camps. In 
two camps interest, vocational experience, and achievement tests determines 
selection in two camps. Two camps did not have 8JJY' basis tor selection 
and one did not specify the basis for enrollment in the courses. 
PLACF.MENT AND FOLLOW-UP 
Activities concerned with placing the enrollees on jobs have consti-
tuted one ot the distinctive features ot the educational program in all 
corps areas. Much of the counseling and educational program is motivated 
3. "That Poignant 41.09 Per Cent,",!!!!.~ Delta Kappen , Vol. XIX, No. 9 
(Kay• li~?) • P• 322. 
by the possibility ot enrollees securing jobs in the near tuture. 
In all corps areas, approximately one-tourth1 to one-third ot the 
enrollees leaving the Civilian Conservation Corps camps have been aided 
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1n securing a Job by the camp personnel. 
The results ot the survey of the Oklahoma camps indicate that the 
personnel ot the camps is defini t ely interested in placing the enrollees, 
Of the twenty-five cemps, twenty- tour replied that they do attempt to 
place the enrollees on jobs atter they have completed training, 
One ot the principal features ot the placement program is the empha• 
sis on using other agencies rather then trying to set up a job-placement 
bureau or ottice in the camp itself. Nine Oklahoma camps cooperate with 
the 1u.nior Placement Service ot the United States Employment Service. 
Contacts are ms.de through the oftice near the camp with all who desire 
enrolling. Camp ottioials cooperate with the employment agencies by 
supplying them with as complete information on each enrollee as possible 
in order to facilitate the placement of these men in permanent Jobs. 
Twelve of the camps do not cooperate with the Junior Placement Service. 
Three studies ot the follow- up of enrollees in employment are in 
process in Providence, R. I.• J3u:f'1'alo, N. Y. • and Cincinnati, Ohio. The 
Cincinnati project, which is sponsored by the Fifth Corps Area CCC Edu-
cational Program. and the Ci1101n.nat1 Employment Office, "is attempting 
to reach ~.ooo former enrollees of Ohio and Kentucky to determine how 
much their CCC training and experience were of beneti t to them in. secur-
5 
ing and holding employment." 
4. Beam, op . cit., p. 3~1. 
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The policy ot follow-up ot enrollees in employment has not been 
developed in the Oklahoma camps. As tar as could be determined, little 
organized work has been done in the Oklahoma camps in the follow- up ot 
the enrollees after they leave camp. 
SUMMARY 
From a compilation ot the questionnaires returned by the camp edu-
cational advisers, it may be concluded that the objectives ot the busi-
ness education program are uniform in the major1 ty ot the camps. EleVeil 
ot the seventeen objectives listed on the 11st were checked as objective• 
in twenty or more ot the twenty- two camps. 
During the period used in this study, October, 1938 to March, 1939, 
there were titty- seven businesa classes in twent7- two Oklahoma camps, 
covering ten different subjects with a range of one to six classes per 
camp. The most frequently ottered subjects were typewriting, in eighteen 
camps, and bookkeeping and accounting, eleTen camps. There was little 
change in the number or kind ot classes ottered at the beginning and end 
of each enrollment period. On December 31, 1938, the end of the first 
period, three subjects had a gain of one class OTer the beginning ot tbe 
period, October l, 1938. At the end ot the next period, March 31, 1939, 
there was a gain ot one class each in tiTe ot the ten subjects ottered. 
There was only a slight gain or loss in the number ot enrollees in the 
business subjects in any camp during either period. 
The classes ranged in size trom one to thirty-two enrollees. Cer-
tificates were issued in nineteen camps to the enrollees upon completion 
ot the courses. 
Tho kind and nuniber ot machines U$ed 1A the camps Taried. In a 
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tew camps, only typewriters were aTailable tor use While in others, add-
ing, calculating, and duplicating machines were used. There were 115 
machines in twenty-three camps. 
Thirty-five camp instructors, including camp· educational advisers, 
assistants to the advisers, Army otticers, technical statr, enrollees, 
emergency education program teachers, and high school teachers, taught 
the business subjects offered. The training and experience ot the in-
structors differed among the camps es well as within the respective camps. 
One-third of the instructors have had business experience ranging trom 
two to eighty months. The kind of experience included work as salesman, 
credit manager, accountant, laundry, county clerk, telegrapher, cleaning, 
radio shop, and newspaperman. Thirteen or the thirty-five instructors 
had taught in high school, nine ot which were camp educational advisers. 
The educational adviser has the major responsibility tor the guidance 
program. Enrollees register in courses on the basis ot interest alone in 
nine of the Oklahoma camps, while interest and previous vocational expert ... 
ence determines selection ot the courses in six camps. 
The personnel ot the camps is definitely interested in placing the 
enrollees, according to the reports of the educational advisers. Nine 
Oklahoma camps cooperate w1 th the .Tunior Placement Service ot the United 
States F.m.ployment Service. The policy ot follow-up ot the enrollees in 
employment has not been developed in the Oklahoma camps. 
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CHAPTER IV 
The purpose ot thi s study was to determine the status ot the program 
ot busiJless education in the thirty- tive Oklahoma Civilian Conservation 
Corpe camps with respect to enrollment, objectives, subjects ottered, 
equi pment, instructors ot business subjects , counseling and guidance, and 
the placement and tollow- up ot enrollees. 
Data were obtained trom a study ot the literature pertaining to the 
Civilian Conservation Corps and from the returns ot a questionnaire sub-
mitted to the educational advisers ot the Oklahoma camps. 
A questionnaire was assembled , e.nd atter suggesti ons and criticisms, 
presented to the educational officials of the Civilian Conservation Corps 
tor approval. Atter final ottioial approval, the questionnaire was mailed 
to the thirty- five camp educational advisers ill the Oklahoma District. 
Twenty-five questionnaires , or seventy- one per cent, were returned. Three 
camps do not have a business education program. 
Data tor this survey covered two enrollment periods, October 1, 1936 
to December 31, 1938, and January 1 , 1939 to March 31, 1939. There were 
4540 enrollees in the twenty- tive camps on Octo~er 1; 1938. For the six-
month period, the educational enrollment of the camps was eighty-six per 
cent of the total camp enrollment. The average number ot enrollees who 
had graduated trom high school was 18.4 tor all camps. Since the average 
enrollment per camp was 182, this is slightly less than ten per cent. 
Seventeen. objectives were listed on the questionnaire to determine 
what specific objectives the advisers were trying to accomplish in their 
respective business education programs. The objectives were divided into 
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tour groups, pre-vocational, vocational training, job-training, and social 
and economic with provisions tor additional statements to be added. Ther 
was co.DID.On agreement emoDg the advisers e.s to the vocation.al training ud 
Job-training objectives, but some divergence in agreeDl8nt with regard t~ 
the pre-vocational and social and economic divisions. Eleven of the sev-
enteen objectives were checked as objectives of the program in twenty or 
more camps. This indicates that the objectives or the business educatioA 
program are very nearly the same in the majority of the camps. Three ob-
jectives, "to give training in practical jobs so that the enrollees will 
be experienced and employable," "to train the worker to do well the job 
to which he is assigned," and "to learn to work with others, " were checked 
by all twenty-two educational adTisers as objectives ot their business 
programs. 
Although additional statements were added to the original list by 
several advisers, each objective was checked only once. The advisers do 
not agree as to the meaning or the tour groups or objectives judging by 
the objectives added. 
Fitty-seven business classes, covering ten different subjects were 
carried on in twenty-two Oklahoma camps during the six-month period, Octo• 
bar, 1938 to March, 1939. Eighteen camps offered training in typewriting. 
Bookkeeping and accounting was the second most frequently ottered subject. 
being given in eleven camps. The number of classes in the median camp 
was three, with a range of one to seven per camp. 
There was little change in the number or kind or classes offered at 
the beginning and end of each enrollment period. On December 31, 1938, 
the end of the first period, three subjects had a gain of one class over 
the begiJl.lling ot the ~r1od, October l, 1938. t the e.D.d of the next 
period, March 31, 1939, there was a gain ot one class each in tive ot 
the ten subjects ottered. There was only a slight gain or loss in the 
enrollment in the business subjects in any camp during either period. 
Sixteen camps ottered training on the job in tiling, o:ttice practioe, 
shorthand, typewriting, and store management. The positions ot office 
clerks, post exchange and supply clerks, company clerks, technical cleri-
cal help were offered as training on the job in twenty camps. 
Typewriters, duplicating, calculating, and adding ma.chines are 
available in the Oklahoma CCC camps, although the number and kind vary 
in the different camps. Only one camp had all tour types of machines. 
Twenty camps bad typewr1 ters; in four camps this was the only torm of 
equipment aTailable for use in the business courses. There is no uni-
tormi ty as to the number or kind ot equipment in the camps. 
Libraries, with a total of' 187 books on business subjects, were 
aTailable tor the use ot the enrollees in twenty-three camps. There is 
no uniformity as to the number or kind of' books. 
Seven different groups or instructors, camp educational advisers, 
assistants to the educational adTisers, Army otticers, technical start, 
enrollees, emergency education program teachers, and high school teachers, 
taught business subjects in twenty-two Oklahoma Civilian ConserTation 
Corps camps during the six- month period, October, 1938 to March, 1939. 
The largest group was the educational advisers with thirteen teaching the 
business subjects. 
All the camp educational advisers held degrees, while one-third ot 
the other instructors had a baccalaureate degree. One-third ot the in-
structors haYe had business experience including work as salesman, credit 
~er, accountut, laundry. county clerk, telegrapher, cleaning, radio 
shop, and newspaperman. Approximately forty per cent of the instructors 
had taught in high school. It was not stated whether e.ny taught busineaa 
subjects. The majority or the educational advisers had certificates to 
teach in high school, but only three other start members had certificates. 
The counseling and guidance of enrollees is one ot the major phases 
ot the educational program or the Civilian Conservation Corps. In Okla-
homa, all twenty- five camps used in this study had a definite program ot 
educational and vocational guidance. Nineteen camps, almost three-fifth.a 
or the total number, employed all eight practices 1n the guidance pro-
gram. Three principles, "individual illterview of each new enrollee by 
camp vocational advisers," "group counseling ot new men by advisers," and 
"periodical interviews or all enrollees," were checked by twenty-four of 
the twenty- five advisers as major activities ot their guidance program. 
The lowest ranking vocational guidance activity of the camps was the "try-
out experiences on work projects." However, since nineteen camps checked 
the practice, it may be concluded that counseling and guidance in vocations 
is an important part of the educational program of the camps. 
In .more than half the camps, the enrollees selected courses on the 
basis of interest alone, or interest and preTious vocational experience. 
Twenty-tour camp advisers stated that they do attempt to place en-
rollees atter they have completed training. The camps do not have a 
placement bureau but cooperate with the 1unior Placement Division of the 
United States Employment Service. The camp officials supply the employ-
ment agencies with as complete information on each enrollee as possible 
in order to facilitate their placement ia permanent Jobs. As tar as 
could be determined, little organized work he.s been done in the Oklahoma 
CCC camps in the follow-up or e.nrollees after they have left camp. 
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The typi cal Oklahoma Civilian Conservation Corps camp is cam.posed 
ot 182 enrollees , eighty- s ix per cent of whom are taking educational work. 
The camp ot t ers three business courses , usually typewriting, bookkeeping 
and accounting, and business arithmetic . The business subjects are taught 
by the camp educational adviser, assistant to the adviser, and, either an 
Army officer or an emergency education program teacher having a bacca-
laureate degree. At l east one ot the business .instructors has had busi-
ness and teaching experience. Four typewriters , one duplicating machine, 
one adding machine , a library containing thirty-nine books on business 
subjects and torty- tive magazines are available tor the use of the en-
rollees. The objectives of the program are pre- vocational, vocational, 
Job- trai ning , and social and economic, with emphasis on the second and 
third divisions. 
In the typical camp, the educational adviser has the major responsi-
bility tor the guidance program. Enrollees register in courses on the 
basis of interest and preTious vocational experience . The camp may or 
may not cooperate with the Junior Placement Service in placing the en-
rollees on jobs, and it does not follow-up the enrollees in employment. 
As a result of' the findiJJgs of this study, the tollowillS conclusions 
are submitted: 
1 . A program ot business education is carried on in the majority of 
the Oklahoma Civilian Conservation Corps camps. 
2. There is common agreement in major respects among the camp edu-
cational adTisers concerning the purposes ot their business education 
program. 
3. There is little change in the number or kind of' business classes 
ottered, or in the enrollment in the classes, at the beginning and end ot 
each enrollment period. 
4. There is little uniformity as to the textbooks used in the 
business classes. 
5 . In the me.Jori ty of the camps, as many of the enrollees as possible 
are trained on the job in the camp positions. 
6. Apparently there is no distinct policy or uniformity in the num-
ber or kind of equipment available in the cemps. 
?. The business instructors are obtained from a variety or sources 
usually with some business and teaching experience. 
a. The counseling and gui4ance of enrollees is one of the major 
phases ot the educational program of the camps. 
9. The personnel ot the camps attempt to place the enrollees on jobs 
after they have completed training but do not follow- up the enrollees 
after they leave camp. 
(COPY OF QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO ADVISERS) 
Camp location and number • 
------------,-----
I. PERSONNEL: 
1. Humber ot enrollees, October l, 1938 ; December 31, 
1.938 _____ ; J'anuary l, 1939 March 31, 1939 ___ • 
2. Number ot boys enrolled in educational program, October l, 1938 
--~~; December 31, 1938 ; January 1, 1939 
March 31, 1939 • ----
~. Number ot enrollees who have graduated trom high school • ;..._ _ _ 
II. O:ent:TIVES OF PROGRAM: 
Check or add to the 11.st o:t objectives given below which you are det-
ini tely trying to achieve in your business education program. 
A. Pre-vocational 
? l. To discoTer what kinds of work the enrollees have aptitudes 
tor doing through try-out experiences. 
2. To teach the enrollees how to apply tor jobs. 




B. Vocational training 
(Learning vocational skills in which there is no opportunity to 
provide job experiences.) 
l. To develop skills and adaptation 1n a given vocat ion in order 
'to prepare better tor ini~ial employment. 
2 . Others:..----------------------------
c. Job-training 
l. To give intensive training on the job during work hours. 
a. To train the worker to do well the job to which he is 
assigned. 
b. To train in practical jobs so that he will be experi-
en~ed and employable. 
c. To give opportunity tor trying out on many jobs. 
d. To learn skills and intormation required on different 
jobs. 
e. To learn to work with others. 
r. To discover avenues tor promotion. 
2. Others:----------------------------
D. Social and Economic 
l. To create correct and wholesome attitudes toward work. 
2. To learn terminology or business. 
D. Social and Economic (Cont.) 
3. To arouse the enrollee's ambition t o bet t er his condition 
through counseling and guidance. 
4. To gain economic understandings and relationships . 
5. To learn the worker's place in the economic order. 
6. To develop personality and citizenship traits. 






l. Please indicate the number enrolled in ea.ch course on each of the 
giTen dates; apecitJ the length of each course in weeks; indicate 
the hour ot the day each class meets, the length ot each meetillg 
in minutes and name the days ot the week on which each class 
meets. In the last division indicate where these classes are 
taught. Check (x) in the proper column. 
Nm4BER ENROLLED ILengtl! MEETINGS Am COURSES ot HOU? Min Dayl! GIVEN IN 
Oct l Dec 31 1an 1 Mar 3] Course per ot Oemp H. S. 

















'll' ilf .. .,. 
-Store llana£emen1 
l"!--••1fflA1" lr.itn" a 
Oth@rrs 
2. List name and author of text used in each course taught on the 
back ot this sheet. 
3. Are cert1t1cates granted upon completion ot these courses? Yes 
No • 
4. a.~ck the courses which are ottered as training on the job: 
l'iling_; Ott1ce practice_; Shorthand_; Typing_; 
Sa.l.esmaosh1p_; Store ~uient_t OtheJ":s _______ _ 
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III. CURRICULUM (Cont.) 
4b. Check names of position in which training is carried on: Office 
clerks ; Post exchange and suppl7 clerks_; Company clerk 
_; Others. _______________________ _ 
IV. EQUIPIIENT: 
l. How many typewriters? ___ _ 
2. List number of duplicating me.chines~; calculating machines~; 
adding machines_; other machines_. 
3. Do you have a library tor enrollees' use? Yes_No ____ • If 
so , how many books do you have on business subjects? • How 
many magazi nes do you Have? • 
V SUPERVISORY AND INSTRUCTIONAL S'l'.AFF OF BUSINESS SUBJECTS·* . 
• 
N U M B E R WHO HAVE LIST 
.DeQree Business Teach. Teach. SUBJECTS 
&umber None lind Experience Exper. Certi:ti• TAUGffi' 














"' If additional space is needed, use the back of this sheet. 
VI. COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE: 
Please check an.7 ot the following statements which describe your 
guidance program. Do you have a Vocational Advisory Service? Yes ___ 
No • Directed by whom? 
--------------------
A. Vocational Guidance: 
1 . Individual interview of each new enrollee by csmp vocational 
advisers. 
2. Group counseling of new men by advisers , military and 
technical ottictals, and others. 
3. Orientation course to camp lite tor new men. 
4. Cumulative record card on each enrollee. 
5. Try-out experiences on work projects and Jobe Within the 
camp. 
6. Vocational classes. 
7. Classes on occupational information. 
8. Periodical interviews of all enrollees by camp adviser and 
by other members ot company personnel to check on enrollee's 






COUNSELil~G J1'm CUIDAHCE {Cont.) 
B. Educational Guidance: 
1. Enrollees en.roll in courses on basis 01': 
a. Achievement tests 
b. I. Q. tests 
c. Vocational experience __ 
d. Aptitude tests 
e. Inter·est 
r. No selection 2. Other _________ ~ 
PLAC:W,,~"'T AUD J!'OLLOW-UP: 
l. Do you make any attempt to place the enrollees on jobs after they 
ha.va completed training? Yes No • 
2,. It you have a placement service,'" will you answe1' questions con-
earning it? Yes No • 
5. Do you coopera.tewith the Junior Placement Service ot the United 
States Employment Service? Yes No • How? 
- - ---
(LETTER ACCOMPANYING QJJ];S'I'IONJ:iAIRE:) 
In order to discover what is being done in 'business education in 
the C1vili1:;.n. Conservation Corps in Oklahoma, I a.m sub.mi tting the 
encl.osed questionnaire to the educational ndviser in e~.ch o:c' the 
thirty-:f'i ve CCC car,;rps in. this district. 
This survey and questionnaire have been approved by the educa-
tional officials of the Civilian Conservation Corps including 
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Mr. Howard w. Oxley, 1'.ir. L. ";J. nogers, and Mr. o. s. Jon.es. They 
tee1 that the information obtained nzy be useful to than and to 
you. 
Tb.is questionnaire may appee.r to be rather long, but the method 
of checking makes it possible to fill out the blank: almost as 
rapidly as it oan be read. I run enclosing a selt-a.ddresserl en-
velope for your convenience. 
If you desire, I shall be glad to send you a sUillmllry of the re-
ports received from the eduoational advisers of the Ok:lahorra OOC 
carrrps. 'l'ha.nk you for your cooperation. 
Very trul:f yours, 
Ruth Turner 
(FOU.01'J-UP LEr.f'l'ER SENT TO ADVISERS) 
Would you like to know what is being done in busi-
ness education in the Oklahoma CCC camps? The question-
naire which I recently sent you was intended ror that 
purpose. 
Replies have been received from twenty-one ot the 
educational advisers in Oklahoma. The summary, which is 
being prepared :from these reports, will not be complete 
unless all the advisers fill out and return the question-
naire. 
Reali zing that you !fJlj.y have been unable to t'ill out 
and return the blank because or monthly aud quarterly 
reports, I am asking that you check the form and return 
it to me within the ne.Kt few days it' possible. If you 
have misplaced the oopy I sent, I shall be glad to send 
anoth,;Jr. 
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G,. E. Spradlin 
Clarence Hunnicutt 
J"ames W. Tubb 
M. L. Cotton 
w. c. Kingston 
Asa R. Miller 
J'. Ernest CallllOn 
Glenn Ferges 
James c. Sala 
I. T. A.nderso.n. 
Waldo E. Jones 
G. 0. Griffith 
J°ames E. Rogers 
L. A. Moore 
J'oseph li'. Hinton 
Glenn A. Leonard 
E. P. Krausse 
Elza E. Ayers 
J'ames ;r. Duncan 
Myron L. Madden 
E. L. Cossa.rt 
Grover D. Sawyer 
Fred E. Craig 
1/f.ylton L. Kennedy 
Dewey c. Mosshart 
Earl Dixon 
Ralph O. Teague 
w. F. Slagle 
o. M. Martin 
Earl J. Perry 
Anthony W. Echols 
Hugh L. Faust 
George R. Funderburk 
Francis o. Seymour 
Charles E. Forbes 
*The camps used in this study are starred. All others failed 
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